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6.1 Introduction

Consider the task of recognizing someone from 300m away. Such scenarios
arise in wide-area monitoring and asset protection. What sources of biometrics
could one use? Of course, the collection of fingerprint or iris scans at such
distances is implausible. It is probable that face data can be captured, but
resolution and outdoor sources of variations, such as sunlight and shadows,
would be hard issues to overcome. So instead of physical biometrics that
are direct signatures of the physiology of the person, we turn to behavioral
biometrics. One such behavioral biometrics is gait, or more precisely, in our
context, the pattern of shape and motion in video of a walking person. The gait
of a person is determined by their underlying musculo-skeletal structure, so it
is plausible that it has some ability to discriminate between persons. Indeed
there were human perception experiments done in the 1970’s by Cutting and
Kozlowski [5] based on light point displays that showed it is possible to identify
a person from the manner of walking, i.e. gait. More recently, Stevenage et
al. [30] showed that humans can identify individuals on the basis of their gait
signature, without reliance on shape, in the presence of lighting variations and
under brief exposures.

The first effort toward recognition from gait in computer vision was prob-
ably by Niyogi and Adelson in the early 1990s [26]. Over the past five years or
so, significant progress has been made in terms of the diversity of gait recog-
nition algorithms. This chapter is not meant to be an extensive review of
gait recognition research. For that, one should consider the excellent reviews
in [2, 25]. Instead, this chapter will focus on three aspects. First is a gait
recognition research resource framework, namely the HumanID Gait Chal-
lenge problem, which has been recently constructed to study and to evaluate
progress. It has been used quite extensively. Second is a discussion of the basic
approaches to gait recognition. Third is a discussion of the lessons learnt and
some of our ideas about how to move gait recognition research forward.
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Fig. 6.1. A gait cycle can be partitioned into four periods: (i) right stance period
when the right foot is in contact with the floor, beginning from “right heel-strike”
(photo a) and ending at “right toe-off” (photo d) (ii) left swing period when the
left foot is not in contact with the floor, beginning from “left toe-off” (photo b)
and ending at “left heel-strike” (photo c) (iii) left stance period when the left foot
is in contact with the floor, beginning from “left heel-strike” (photo c) and ending
at “left toe-off” (photo e) and (iv) right swing period when the right foot is not
in contact with the floor, beginning from “right toe-off” (photo d) and ending at
“right heel-strike” (photo e). Moreover, the time between these periods, i.e., when
both feet are in contact with the floor, is called “double limb support”.

The gait of a person is a periodic activity with each gait cycle covering
two strides – the left foot forward and right foot forward strides. Each stride
spans the double-support stance to the legs-together stance as the legs swings
past each other and back to the double-support stance (see Fig. 6.1). Potential
sources for gait biometrics can be seen to derive from two aspects: shape and
dynamics. Shape refers to the configuration or shape of the persons as they
perform different gait phases. Dynamics refers to the rate of transition between
these phases and is usually the aspect one refers to when one talks about
gait in traditional problem contexts, such as bio-mechanics or human motion
recognition. In this respect, research for the development for gait biometrics
has to synthesize both shape and human motion research. Designing well
performing gait recognition algorithms does not appear to be a straightforward
application of existing methods developed in shape research or those in human
motion research, independently of each other. The challenge is to overcome
gait motion variations due to various conditions such as footwear, clothing,
walking surface, carrying objects, over elapsed time, walking speed, indoor vs.
outdoors, and so on. Given the lack of theoretical understanding or modeling
of how these factors effect gait shape and dynamics, gait recognition research,
like most biometrics research, is reliant on datasets. It is the dataset that will
expose issues, and move the area forward.

A meta analysis of the identification rates reported in the recent litera-
ture on different kinds of datasets reveal consistent patterns of influence. We
considered the publicly available experimental protocols and datasets (> 25
persons) such as the CMU-Mobo dataset [7] (indoor, 25 subjects), the UMD
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dataset [13] (outdoor, 55 subjects), the Southampton Large dataset [36] (in-
door and outdoor, 115 subjects), the CASIA Gait Dataset [39] (indoor, 124
subjects), and the HumanID Gait Challenge dataset [28] (outdoor, 122 sub-
jects). Of course, the caveat is that the conclusions are conditioned on the
kinds of variations of each covariate in the respective dataset. A definitive
conclusion is hard to make. However, this kind of meta-analysis has some con-
clusive weight since it encompasses the findings of multiple research groups.
It should provide some directions for focusing future research. In Table 6.1 we
list the average identification rates for matching across different conditions,
i.e. the probe and the gallery differed with respect to the indicated covariate.
From the table we can see that outdoor gait recognition, recognition across
walking surface-type change, and recognition across months are all hard prob-
lems. Clothing, footwear, carrying condition, and walking speed does not seem
to be hard covariates to overcome. We also see that performance drops with
dataset size, which suggests that it is imperative to demonstrate the efficacy
of an idea on as large a dataset as possible.

Table 6.1. Meta analysis of gait identification rates as reported in the literature
for different conditions. The average of the rates reported in [28, 38, 24, 36, 16, 13,
3, 34, 10, 33, 8, 2, 22, 31, 39] are listed for different conditions.

(a) (b)

Data Set Condition Average
Rate

Indoor data 69
Outdoor data 59

No. of Subjects < 50 72
No. of Subjects > 50 60

Comparing Across Average
Rate

Elapsed Time (days) 73
Elapsed Time (6 months) 16

Views (30o) 78
Shoe types 77

Surface types 37
Carrying condition 71
Different speeds 69
Clothing types 73

6.2 The HumanID Gait Challenge Problem

The HumanID gait challenge problem was formulated in the DARPA Hu-
manID At a Distance program to facilitate objective, quantitative measure-
ment of gait research progress on a large dataset [28]. The problem definition
has three components: a dataset, challenge experiments of different difficulty
levels, and a simple gait recognition approach that is intended to set a baseline
performance level to improve upon.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6.2. Samples from the HumanID gait challenge dataset: subject walking on
grass (a) along the frontal half of the elliptical path, (b) along the back half of the
elliptical path.

Fig. 6.3. Examples of manual silhouettes that are available for a subset of the
HumanID gait challenge dataset.

6.2.1 The Dataset

Fig. 6.2 shows some sample frames from this dataset. It was collected outdoors
and each person in the data set was studied under combination of as many as
five conditions or covariates. The conditions are: (i) two camera angles (L and
R), (ii) two shoe types (A and B), (iii) two surfaces (Grass and Concrete),
(iv) with and without carrying a brief case (B or NB), and (v) two different
dates six months apart, May and November. Attempt was made to acquire a
person’s gait in all possible combinations, and there are up to 32 sequences for
some persons. Hence, the full dataset can be partitioned into 32 subsets, one
for each combination of the 5 covariates. Comparisons between these subsets
are used to set up challenge experiments; more on this later. The full data set
consists of 1870 sequences from 122 individuals. This dataset is unique in the
number of covariates exercised. It is the only data set to include walking on
a grass surface.

In addition to the raw data sequence, there is ancillary information asso-
ciated with the data. First, for each sequence, there is meta-data information
about the subject’s age, sex, reported height, self reported weight, foot dom-
inance, and shoe information. Second, for a subset of this dataset, we have
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Table 6.2. The gallery and probe set specifications for each of gait challenge ex-
periments. The covariates are coded as follows: C–concrete surface, G–grass surface,
A–first shoe type, B–second shoe type, BF–carrying a briefcase, NB-no briefcase,
M–data collected in May, N1–new subjects in November data, and N2–repeat sub-
jects in November. The gallery for all of the experiments is (G, A, R, NB, M + N1)
and consists of 122 individuals.

Exp. Probe Number of Difference
(Surface, Shoe, View, Carry, Elapsed Time) Subjects

(C/G, A/B, L/R, NB/BF, time)

A∗ (G, A, L, NB, M + N1) 122 V1

B∗ (G, B, R, NB, M + N1) 54 S2

C (G, B, L, NB, M + N1) 54 S+V
D∗ (C, A, R, NB, M + N1) 121 F3

E (C, B, R, NB, M + N1) 60 F+S
F (C, A, L, NB, M + N1) 121 F+V
G (C, B, L, NB, M + N1) 60 F+S+V
H∗ (G, A, R, BF, M + N1) 120 B4

I (G, B, R, BF, M + N1) 60 S+B
J (G, A, L, BF, M + N1) 120 V+B

K∗ (G, A/B, R, NB, N2) 33 T5+S+C6

L (C, A/B, R, NB, N2) 33 F+T+S+C

[1] view, [2] shoe, [3] surface, [4] carry, [5] elapsed time, [6] clothing, [*] key experi-
ments

created manual silhouettes (see Fig. 6.3). One should not use the silhouettes
to be the final test set of any recognition algorithm, but they should be used to
build models or to study segmentation errors. More details about the process
of creating these manual silhouettes and the quality checks performed can be
found in [19]; here we highlight some salient aspects. Up to 71 subjects from
one of the two collection periods (May collection) were chosen for manual
silhouette specification. The sequences corresponding to these subjects were
chosen from the (i) gallery set (sequences taken on grass, with shoe type A,
right camera view), (ii) probe B (on grass, with shoe type B, right camera
view), (iii) probe D (on concrete, with shoe type A, right camera view), (iv)
probe H (on grass, with shoe A, right camera view, carrying briefcase), and
probe K (on grass, elapsed time). We manually specified the silhouette in each
frame over one walking cycle, of approximately 30 to 40 image frames. This
cycle was chosen to begin at the right heel strike phase of the walking cycle
through to the next right heel strike. Whenever possible, we attempted to
pick this gait cycle from the same 3D location in each sequence. In addition
to marking a pixel as being from the background or subject, we also provided
more detailed specifications in terms of body parts. We explicitly labeled the
head, torso, left arm, right arm, left upper leg, left lower leg, right upper leg,
and right lower leg using different colors.
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6.2.2 The Challenge Experiments

Along with the dataset, the gait challenge problem includes a definition of a
set of twelve challenge experiments (A through L), spanning different levels of
difficulty. This provides a common benchmark to compare performance with
other algorithms. The experiments are designed to investigate the effect on
performance of the five factors, i.e. change in viewing angle, change in shoe
type, change in walking surfaces (concrete and grass), carrying or not carrying
a briefcase, and temporal differences. The results from the twelve experiments
provide an ordering of the difficulty of the experiments. The signatures are the
video sequences of gait. To allow for a comparison among a set of experiments
and limit the total number of experiments, the gallery set was fixed as the
control. Then, twelve probe sets were created to examine the effects of different
covariates on performance. The gallery consists of sequences with the following
covariates: Grass, Shoe Type A, Right Camera, No Briefcase, and collected
in May along with those from the new subjects from November. This set
was selected as the gallery because it was one of the largest for a given set of
covariates. The structure of the twelve probe sets is listed in Table 6.2. The last
two experiments study the impact of elapsed time. The elapsed time covariate
implicitly includes a change of shoe and clothing because we did not require
subjects to wear the same clothes or shoes in both data collections. Because
of the implicit change of shoe, we assume that a different set of shoes were
used in the May and November data collections. This is noted in Table 6.2 by
A/B for shoe type in experiments K and L. The key experiments are those
that involve controlled change in just one covariate and are marked with an
asterisk in the table.

6.2.3 Baseline Gait Algorithm

The third aspect of the gait challenge problem is a simple but effective base-
line algorithm to provide performance benchmarks for the experiments. Ide-
ally, this should be a combination of ”standard” vision modules that accom-
plishes the task. Drawing from the recent success of template based recogni-
tion strategies in computer vision, we developed a four-part algorithm that
relies on silhouette template matching. The first part semi-automatically de-
fines bounding boxes around the moving person in each frame of a sequence.
The second part extracts silhouettes from the bounding boxes using expec-
tation maximization based on Mahalanobis distance between foreground and
background color model at each pixel. Each silhouette is scaled to a height
of 128 pixels and centered (automatically) in each frame along the horizontal
direction so that the centerline of the torso is at the middle of the frame. The
third part computes the gait period from the silhouettes. The gait period is
used to partition the sequences for spatial-temporal correlation. The fourth
part performs spatial-temporal correlation to compute the similarity between
two gait sequences.
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Let the probe and the gallery silhouette sequences be denoted by SP =
{SP(1), · · · , SP(M)} and SG = {SG(1), · · · ,SG(N)}, respectively. First, the
probe (input) sequence is partitioned into subsequences, each roughly over one
gait period, NGait. Gait periodicity is estimated based on periodic variation of
the count the number of foreground pixels in the lower part of the silhouette
in each frame over time. This number will reach a maximum when the two
legs are farthest apart (full stride stance) and drop to a minimum when the
legs overlap (heels together stance).

Second, each of these probe subsequences, SPk = {SP(k), · · · ,SP(k +
NGait)}, is cross correlated with the given gallery sequence, SG.

Corr(SPk,SG)(l) =
NGait∑

j=1

S (SP(k + j),SG(l + j)) (6.1)

where, the similarity between two image frames, S(SP(i),SG(j)), is defined to
be the Tanimoto similarity between the silhouettes, i.e. the ratio of the number
of common pixels to the number of pixels in their union. The overall similarity
measure is chosen to be the median value of the maximum correlation of
the gallery sequence with each of these probe subsequences. The strategy for
breaking up the probe sequence into subsequences allows us to address the
case when we have segmentation errors in some contiguous sets of frames due
to some background subtraction artifact or due to localized motion in the
background.

Sim(SP,SG) = Mediank

(
max

l
Corr(SPk,SG)(l)

)
(6.2)

The baseline algorithm is parameter free. We find that the algorithm, although
straightforward, performs quite well on some of the experiments and is quite
competitive with the first generation of gait recognition algorithms.

6.2.4 Reported Performance

The results reported for the Gait Challenge problem are of two types, ones
that report results on the first version of the dataset that was released with 71
subjects and the second set of results are those reported for the full dataset
with 122 subjects. The smaller dataset allow us to conducts the first 8 exper-
iments listed in Table 6.2, but with reduced gallery set sizes. In Fig. 6.4(a)
we have tracked the baseline performance and the best performance reported
in the literature. To date, we can identify 18 papers that reported results on
the smaller version of the problem. In 2002, when the Gait Challenge Prob-
lem was released, the performance of the baseline algorithm was better than
the best reported performance. By 2004, while the baseline algorithm perfor-
mance improved as the algorithm was fine-tuned, the performance of the best
performance improved significantly and continued to improve through 2006.
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We see this trend also for the results reported in 6 papers on the full dataset
in Fig. 6.4(b).

As is evident, the Gait Challenge Problem has already spurred the devel-
opment of gait recognition algorithms with improving performance. What is
particularly interesting to notice is that the performance on hard experiments
such those across surface (Experiment D) and elapsed time (Experiment K)
has improved. Of course, there is still room for further improvement. Another
interesting aspect is that the improvement of performance from 2004 to 2006
was not due to “continued engineering” of existing approaches, but involved
the redesign of the recognition approaches. For instance, the greatest gains
came from approaches that analyzed the silhouette shapes rather than the
dynamics. Dynamics is important, but by itself is not sufficient.

6.3 Recognition Approaches

Almost all approaches to gait recognition are based, either directly or indi-
rectly, on the silhouettes of the person, which seems to be the low-level feature
representation of choice. This is partly due to its ease of extraction by simple
background subtraction; all approaches assume static cameras. Other reasons
include the robustness of the silhouettes with respect to clothing color and
texture (it is, however, sensitive to the shape of clothing). The silhouette rep-
resentation can also be extracted from low-resolution images of persons taken
at a distance, when edge based representation becomes unreliable.

Gait recognition approaches, especially those that have been shown to work
for more than 20 persons, are basically of three types: (i) temporal alignment
based, (ii) silhouette shape based, and (iii) static parameter based approaches.
Here we outline some of the approaches. The interested reader is advised to
track new publications as new and exciting approaches appear almost every
month.

6.3.1 Temporal Alignment Based Approaches

The temporal alignment based approach emphasizes both shape and dynam-
ics and is the most common one. It treats the sequence as a time series and
involves a classic three stage processing framework. The first stage is the ex-
traction of features such as whole silhouettes [28, 2], or principal components
of silhouette boundary vector variations [38], or silhouette width vectors [13],
or pre-shape representation [35], or silhouette parts [17, 36], or Fourier descrip-
tors [24]. The gait research group at the University of Southampton (Nixon
et al.) has probably experimented with the largest number of possible fea-
ture types for recognition. This step also involves some normalization of size
to impart some invariance with respect to distance from camera. The sec-
ond step involves the alignment of sequences of these features, corresponding
to the given two sequences to be matched. The alignment process can be
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Fig. 6.4. Improvement in gait recognition algorithms over time with respect to the
baseline performance. (a) We have tracked results presented on the first release of
the gait dataset with 71 subjects in the gallery. We show the snap of the baseline
performance and the best results reported on the dataset in 2002 for the first 8
experiments listed in Table 6.2. (b) Tracking results on the full dataset with 122
subjects for the key experiments listed in Table 6.2. From 2004 to 2006, the best
reported performances are better on all the experiments.
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based on simple temporal correlation [28, 38], or dynamic time warping [35],
or hidden Markov models [13, 35, 16] or phase locked-loops [2], or Fourier
analysis [17, 24]. The third aspect is the distance measure used, which can
be Euclidean [38], or simple dot product based [28, 13], or based on prob-
abilistic models, or Procrustes distance [35], or derived based on manifold
analysis [15, 14]. Some examples of this class of approaches to gait recogni-
tion are the following.

Robledo and Sarkar [27] proposed an approach of relational distributions
and space of probability functions (SoPF). This method includes four stages:
(i) segment person from a motion sequence, using the binary silhouette rep-
resentation, (ii) extract low level features and build relational distributions –
accumulated occurrences of each relationship between paired image features,
(iii) build a space of probability functions (SoPF) from the relational distribu-
tions of a training dataset, and use PCA to reduce dimensions, and (iv) project
relational distributions of test data into SoPF, and compute similarities based
on their coordinates.

Nixon and Carter [25] have performed extensive analyses on indoor gait
data that allow for study of gait under low segmentation error conditions. One
of their approaches is based on body shape area [6]. They first mask selected
body parts in a sequence of silhouettes, then consider its area as the time
varying signal for recognition. On an indoor gait database consisting of 114
subjects filmed under laboratory condition, a 75% recognition rate has been
reported. Another feature is Fourier descriptors [24], where subject’s boundary
and spatio-temporal deformations is modeled with Fourier descriptors. This
resulted in a somewhat increased recognition rate of over 85% for the 115
person dataset.

Tan et al. [38] considered the body length vector as the feature, which
they compute from the vector of distances to the silhouette boundary from
the silhouette center. The distance vector is then normalized with respect to
the magnitude and size. These one-dimensional vectors are then represented
in a smaller dimensional space using PCA. Two sequences of body length
vector are aligned by simple correlation and normalized Euclidean distances
are computed.

The UMD group used the silhouette width vector as the feature [11, 13].
The width vector was defined to be the vector of silhouette widths at each row.
The silhouettes were height normalized to arrive at vector of fixed lengths.
They exhaustively experimented with different variations of this feature. Se-
quence alignment was achieved based on person specific Hidden Markov mod-
els. The gait of each person was represented as sequence of state transitions.
The states correspond to the different gait stances and the observation model
for each state was represented as distances from the average stance shape
for that person. Each HMM was built using the Baum-Welch algorithm and
recognition was performed by matching any given sequence to the HMMs
using the Viterbi algorithm. The identity of the HMM that results in the
maximum probability match was selected. In a more recent version of this ba-
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sic approach [35], they used better shape representation, with much improved
performance. First, they extracted pre-shape vector by subtracting the cen-
troid and normalizing for scale. Then, correlation with these shape vectors
was performed using dynamic time-warping in shape space, or using HMM
with shape cues based on Procrustes distance.

Lee and Grimson [17] opted for more high level features. They partitioned
a silhouette into 7 elongated regions, corresponding to the different body
parts. Each region was represented using four features: centroid coordinate
pair, aspect ratio, and orientation. Gait similarity was computed from either
the average of the features in all the frames of a sequence, or the magnitudes
and phases of each region feature related to the dominant walking frequency.
In a more recent work [16], they experimented with HMM based alignment of
two sequences, with improved results.

A nice head to head study of this class of approaches was recently done
by Boulgouris et al. [1]. They compared silhouette features such as width
vectors, vertical and horizontal projections, angular representations, and plain
silhouettes. Plain silhouettes seem to perform the best. In terms of matching,
they experimented with frequency domain, dynamic time warping, linear time
normalization, and HMM. Time warping methods seemed to result in better
performance when matching across surface changes. A variation of the HMM
approach, where the overall distance was the accumulation of the observation
probability, ignoring the transition probabilities, resulted in almost similar
performance as the full HMM. This point to the importance of silhouette
shape information for recognition and leads us to a second class of approaches
to gait recognition, which is discussed next.

6.3.2 Shape Based Approaches

This class of approaches emphasizes the silhouette shape similarity and under-
plays the temporal information. So far, they have high demonstrated perfor-
mance. One direction involves the transformation of the silhouette sequence
into a single image representation. The simplest such transformation is the av-
eraged silhouette, computed by simply summing the silhouettes over one gait
cycle [20]. Similarity is based on just the Euclidean distance between the aver-
age silhouettes from two silhouette sequences. The performance is as good as
the baseline algorithm, discussed earlier. A sophisticated version of this idea,
with enhanced performance, was also proposed by Han and Bhanu [8]. Instead
of just over one gait cycle, they summed all the silhouettes in the sequence, fol-
lowed by a reduced dimensional representation built using the PCA or Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The training process was enhanced by synthe-
sizing training data based on expected errors of the silhouettes. Similarity was
computed in this linear subspace.

Other single image representations include the use an image representation
derived from the width vectors in each frame (Frieze patterns) [18] and the
use of the amplitude of the Discrete Fourier transform of the raw silhouette
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sequence [40]. However, these representations do tend to implicitly encode
dynamics.

Another way of using shape information preserves individual silhouettes
but disregards the sequence ordering, and treats the sequences as just a col-
lection of silhouette shapes [3, 34] (CMU). In this approach, the silhouettes
were first vertically normalized and horizontally centered, based on the first
and second order moments. Then, silhouettes with similar shapes were clus-
tered using the spectral partitioning framework, based on graph weights built
out of the correlation of high variance areas in the shape, representing parts
such as arms and legs. The power of this representation partly derives from
the ability to identify and disregard low-quality silhouettes in a sequence; bad
silhouettes form a separate cluster. A probe was identified by comparing the
collection of its silhouette shapes to the gallery shape clusters.

To date the best reported performance on the HumanID Gait Challenge
problem (and on other datasets such as Maryland and CMU) is by Liu and
Sarkar’s gait recognition approach that normalizes the gait of each person
to a standard gait model [22]. This standard gait model was a population-
HMM model built using silhouette sequences from all persons in the gallery.
Note that this is unlike the UMD approach where per-person HMMs are
used. One p-HMM represented the average gait over the population and was
used to normalize any given gait sequence. The dynamics for any given gait
sequence, F = {f1, · · · , fN}, was normalized by first estimating the stance
state for each frame and then averaging the frames mapped to each state
to produce one, dynamics-normalized, gait cycle over Ns frames, denoted by
FDN = {g1, · · · ,gNs}. The dynamics normalized gait cycle was computed
by averaging frames mapped to the same state. This was referred to as the
stance-frame, gi. Fig. 6.5 shows some stance-frames for one subject under dif-
ferent conditions. Notice that the stance-frames for the same stance are similar
across different sequences, which indicates that silhouette-to-stance matching
is correctly estimated. Also note the differences in the “width” of the silhou-
ettes for the same stance, but across different conditions. This has to do with
the silhouette detection algorithm that used the same set of parameters across
conditions, some with different backgrounds, resulting in over-segmentation
in some cases. Thus, a dynamics normalized gait cycle consists of a fixed num-
ber of stance frames, which simplifies the similarity computation between two
given sequences. A separate alignment process was not needed. They simply
considered the distances between the corresponding stance-frames. Instead
of simple Euclidean distances between stance-frames, distances in the Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) Space were computed. The LDA was designed
to maximize the differences between frames from different subjects and to
minimize the distances between frames from the same subject under different
conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 6.5. Example of dynamics-normalized stance-frames from a single subject
based on the sequence in (a) gallery, and the corresponding probe sequences with
changes in (b) view, (c) shoe-type, (d) surface, (e) carrying condition, and (f) elasped
time.

6.3.3 Static Parameters

The third class of approaches opts for parameters that can be used to char-
acterize gait dynamics, such as stride length, cadence, and stride speed
along with static body parameters such as the ratio of sizes of various body
parts [10, 32]. However, these approaches have not reported high performances
on common databases, partly due to their need for 3D calibration information.
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6.4 Discussion and Future Areas

Study of gait recognition has made notable progress since 2001. Results have
been reported on common datasets by multiple groups. It is natural to ask
that apart from recognition scores, what fundamental understanding has been
gained by this effort? Do we have an understanding of what aspects of gait
are important for recognition? What vision aspects of the problem should
one concentrate upon to improve performance? Is quality of the segmentation
of the person the bottleneck to improved performance? Can performance be
improved by a better matching method? How does gait compare to face for
outdoor scenarios? Can gait be combined with face to improve performance?
We consider these questions and discuss some preliminary findings. Since most
of these findings are empirically based they are necessarily constrained by the
dataset. However, the observations should provide some guidance for produc-
tive future work.

6.4.1 Gait Shape and Dynamics

At least three different approaches [22, 35, 34] that analyzed stance shape
differences resulted in better recognition, especially across the difficult covari-
ates. Recently, Boulgouris et al. [1] found that a variation of the per-subject
HMM approach, where the overall distance is based on just the observation
probability, ignoring the transition probabilities, resulted in similar perfor-
mance as the full HMM. This points to the importance of silhouette shape
information for recognition. It does appear that gait dynamics, which has been
the core focus of most study of human gait in computer vision, is susceptible
to change. However, the evidence of this is not conclusive. Perhaps a better
understanding of the change in dynamics for the same person under various
conditions is needed.

6.4.2 Silhouette Quality and Gait Recognition

The quality of the silhouettes is dependent on the discrimination between the
background and foreground (subject). Segmentation of silhouettes in outdoor
sequences is difficult primarily because of existence of shadow artifacts, chang-
ing illumination due to shifting cloud cover, and inevitable movements in the
background. When comparing sequences taken months apart, differences in
clothing and even background would lead to different silhouette qualities. This
drop in quality of extracted silhouettes can also be offered as an explanation
for the drop in gait-recognition when comparing templates across surfaces
(Experiment D in the Gait Challenge Problem) because the corresponding
gallery and probe sequences also differ with respect to the background. Is the
poor performance across these conditions due to fundamental changes in gait
under these conditions? Or are they due to vagaries of low-level processing?
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It is reasonable to suggest that the quality of the low-level representation is
probably at fault.

In [21, 19] we have demonstrated, based on both manual (clean) silhouettes
and automatically “cleaned” silhouettes, that the poor performance cannot be
explained by the silhouette quality. We have established that the low perfor-
mance under the impact of surface and time variation can not be explained by
poor silhouette quality. We based our conclusions on two gait recognition algo-
rithms, one exploits both shape and dynamics, while the other exploits shape
alone. The drop in performance due to surface and time condition that we
observe in the gait challenge problem is not due to differences in background
or silhouette errors. This observation is also corroborated by the performances
reported by Lee et al. [16]. This observation has implication for future work
direction in gait recognition. Instead of searching for better methods for sil-
houette detection to improve recognition, it would be more productive to
study and isolate components of gait that do not change under shoe, surface,
or time.

6.4.3 Covariates to Conquer

Focused analysis of the study of the impact of a covariate on match-score
distribution, suggest that shoe type has the least effect on performance, but
the effect is nevertheless statistically significant [28]. This is followed by either
a change in camera view or carrying a brief case. Carrying a brief case does
not affect performance as much as one might expect. This effect is marginally
larger than changing shoe type but is substantially smaller than a change in
surface type. In future experiments, it may be interesting to investigate the
effect of carrying a backpack rather than a briefcase, or to vary the object
that is carried.

One of the factors that has large impact is elapsed time between probe and
gallery sequence acquisition, resulting in lower recognition rates for changes
when matching sequences over time. This dependence on time has been re-
ported by others too, but for indoor sequences and for less than six months’
elapsed time. When the difference in time between gallery (the pre-stored tem-
plate) and probe (the input data) is in the order of minutes, the identification
performance ranges from 91% to 95% [37, 9, 3], whereas the performances
drop to 30% to 54% when the differences are in the order of months and
days [17, 4, 3] for similar sized datasets. Our speculation is that other changes
that naturally occur between video acquisition sessions are very important.
These include change in clothing worn by the subject, change in the outdoor
lighting conditions, and inherent variation in gait over elapsed time. Of these,
it is not likely that clothing is the key factor given the high recognition perfor-
mance for matching across clothing changes that has been in reported in [39].
For applications that require matching across days or months, this elapsed
time variation issue needs to be studied in more detail. However, there are
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many applications, such as short term tracking across many surveillance cam-
eras, for which these long term related variations would not be important.

The other factor with large impact on gait recognition is walking surface.
With the subject walking on grass in the gallery sequence and on concrete
in the probe sequence, highest reported rank-one recognition is only 57%[22].
Performance degradation might be even larger if we considered other surface
types, such as sand or gravel that might reasonably be encountered in some
applications. The large effect of surface type on performance suggests that an
important future research topic might be to investigate whether the change in
gait with surface type is predictable. For example, given a description of gait
from walking on concrete, is it possible to predict the gait description that
would be obtained from walking on grass or sand? Alternatively, is there some
other description of gait that is not as sensitive to change in surface type?

6.4.4 Future Datasets

It is to be expected that each gait research group would collect their own
data set to develop ideas. This is an important process. For instance one new
dataset is the CASIA infrared night gait dataset [31]. It consists of gait data
from 153 subjects collected outdoors, at night, with and without carrying con-
dition, and at two different speeds. This dataset nicely complements existing
datasets that are collected during the day. Given the data-driven nature of
biometrics research, the key to future progress are such data sets collected to
explore issues not considered or raised by existing ones. One idea for a future
data is the following. As of today there is a need for the better understanding
of the variation of gait due to surface conditions and across elapsed time. Ide-
ally, the dataset to support this would consist of gait data from around 1000
subjects, which is an order of magnitude larger than current large datasets. It
should include gait data repeated at regular time intervals of weeks spanning
about a year. The dataset should be collected in outdoor conditions, preferably
collected at a distance of 300m to reflect real world conditions. The dataset
should come with a set of well defined experiments in terms of gallery and
probe sets. These experiments influence the types of algorithms that will be
developed. For the experiments to be effective at influencing the direction of
gait research the design of the experiments needs to solve the three bears prob-
lem; the experiments must be neither too hard nor too easy, but just right.
If performance on the experiments is easily saturated, then the gait recogni-
tion community will not be challenged. If experiments are too hard, then it
will not be possible to make progress on gait recognition. Ideally, the set of
experiments should vary in difficulty, characterize where the gait recognition
problem is solvable, and explore the factors that affect performance. A set
of experiments cannot meet this ideal unless the appropriate set of data is
collected.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6.6. The face samples under different conditions. The candidates for the gallery
sets are (a) Regular expression with mugshot lighting, and (b) Regular expression,
overhead lighting images. The probes are taken outdoors with (c) regular expression,
far view and (d) regular expression, near view.

6.4.5 Face and Gait

One way to improve recognition performance for outdoors, at-a-distance sce-
nario, is to fuse gait with face information. Several studies have started to
consider this [29, 12, 23]. In [29] it was shown, based on 26 subjects, that
the best performance of gait+face as around 89%, whereas the individually
gait was 68% and face was 73%. In [12] it was shown that identification rate
maxed out upon fusion of gait and face using outdoors data from 30 subjects.
On a somewhat larger dataset of 46 subjects, it is shown in [41] that perfor-
mance of gait+face improves to 91% from 87% and 85% for gait and profile
face, respectively. In [23] we considered a larger subject pool. We studied
recognition improvement in the HumanID Gait Challenge experiments based
on gait data along with the corresponding face data that was collected for
each subject, both indoors and outdoors. Fig. 6.6 shows some examples of
the face data. We considered if the performance on the key experiments in
the gait challenge problem could be improved upon by fusing gait with face.
Fig. 6.7 shows the performances of all 5 covariates in gait challenge dataset:
view, shoe-type, surface, briefcase, and time, in terms of verification rate at
5% false alarm rate. The results demonstrate that combination substantially
improves upon recognition from single modality alone. We also found that the
inter-modal combination, i.e. face+gait, is better than the combinations of the
same modality, i.e. face+face and gait+gait. In fact, we observed that intra-
modal combination does not seem to improve performance by a significant
amount.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided a snapshot of the state of gait recognition
research and some directions for future research. Over the past 5 or so years,
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Fig. 6.7. Verification rate at a false alarm rate of 5% for the five key experiments
HumanID gait challenge dataset: view, shoe-type, surface, briefcase and time.

tremendous progress has been made on this problem and we are seeing a con-
tinued increase in interest in this problem. The use of common datasets has
helped focus the research community on the hard problems in gait recogni-
tion in a short time span, instead of designing yet-another-gait recognition
algorithm on proprietary data sets. We hope that this trend will continue and
new, larger, datasets will replace existing ones. In addition to biometrics, the
problem of gait recognition is a rich source for investigating computer vision
problems in both static and dynamic shape analysis. It also provides an excel-
lent context to study 3D issues, such as automatic calibration, reconstruction,
etc. in outdoor settings from multiple viewpoints.
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